## Lextra Compact Grammars

This book covers all important rules and structures up to level B1.
- Essential information at a glance
- Grammar explanations in easy to understand language
- Numerous example sentences
- Comprehensive keyword register
- Practical pocket format: 12.5 x 19 cm
208 pages, hardback
16 358 9.95 €

## Lextra Learner’s French Grammar

The book deals with the most important rules up to level C1.
Clear examples with translations make learning easier. An appendix provides practice exercises and tests for each chapter along with a key. The detailed index makes it easy to find the information being sought.
304 pages, softback
224 487 20.95 €

## Lextra Grammar no problem

This practice grammar contains a variety of exercises at different levels of difficulty and covers the grammar content relevant to levels A1 to B1. The left-hand pages feature the grammar explanation while the right-hand page presents opportunities to practise.
128 pages, softback
15 696 14.95 €

(Cornelsen)

### NEW Jeden Tag ein bisschen …

*Jeden Tag ein bisschen …* makes language practice simple and fun. Adults of all ages can refresh their language knowledge in an entertaining way. The 99 pages provide revision in bitesize portions in the form of tasks, games and crosswords. Whether at home, on holiday or away on business, just tear off as many pages as necessary while you’re on the road.

Short texts with interesting information about the country and people are presented every seventh day. A progress chart on the back of each day helps learners decide where more practice may be needed. A small travel dictionary with useful phrases completes the block. *Jeden Tag ein bisschen …* corresponds to CEF levels A1-B1.
128 pages, softback
19 588 7.95 €

(Cornelsen)

### NEW Lextra Junior Unterwegs

This new series helps children to make the most of a holiday abroad and the opportunity to interact with a new culture and a new language.
In six attractively-illustrated chapters the two heroes Lina and Leon guide children through typical holiday situations in France. Puzzles, quizzes and age-appropriate tasks provide interesting facts about each holiday destination while building kids’ language skills. With growing confidence, children are soon able to order their own meal or ask for directions to a playground.
The appendix contains useful vocabulary presented by topic and A-Z, extra information on the locations from each chapter and helpful hints for parents. As well as via the accompanying CD the audio material can also be accessed via the TING audio pen – the ideal way to listen as you go.
80 pages, hardback, CD
18 789 12.95 €

(Cornelsen)
Lextra Basic Thematic
Vocabulary French

Ideal for anyone who wants to brush up or expand his vocabulary and for examination preparation.
The dictionaries contain the 4000 most frequently used words, organised according to subject areas. The words are categorised as basic and extended vocabulary.

248 pages, softback
15 658 14.95 €

Workbook
148 pages, softback
15 665 13.95 €

Database for digital products and apps
please get in touch with us for details of licensoration

All rights available except: China, Netherlands

Lextra French Verbs

A compact grammar of French verbs with numerous examples of the formation and use of the tenses. Lists 5000 French verbs, each with a translation and notation of its type of conjugation.

424 pages, softback
18 338 9.95 €

Lextra Concise Thematic Dictionary

These bilingual dictionaries are structured according to topics and subject areas. Hundreds of carefully selected up-to-date colour photos add to this new type of dictionary, which will help the tourist, business people, or student to improve vocabulary concerning special subjects.

472 pages, hardback
20,000 entries, numerous illustrations
15 412 19.95 €

(Fraus / Cornelsen)

All rights available except: China

Lextra Premium Language Courses

The Premium Language Course offers a comprehensive tool for all those interested in intensive language-learning.
The detailed learning book contains a range of varied exercises covering all linguistic skills and a short grammar guide. The reading book is ideal for study "on the road" and contains dialogs relating to an ongoing story with translations.
A particular feature of the Premium Language Course is its comprehensive audio material, which comprises approximately 400 minutes on an MP3 audio CD.
2 books (approx. 200 pages each), 4 CDs
15 740 29.95 €

(Cornelsen)